CHAIN WEAR INDICATOR

SET CONTENT

**BS set**
(art. no. 2017031680)
- Chain Wear Indicator for sizes RF06B to RS16B
- Chain Identifier for BS & ANSI chain
- Instructions on how to use

**ANSI set**
(art. no. 2017031681)
- Chain Wear Indicator for sizes RS35 to RS80
- Chain Identifier for BS & ANSI chain
- Instructions on how to use
The Tsubaki Chain Wear Indicator is designed to measure roller chain condition and determine critical wear. The gauges are made of quality material and are resistant to corrosion. Their robust construction ensures accurate measuring everytime.

Tsubaki Recommendation:

- Use the Chain Wear Indicator according to your regular maintenance schedule of the machine or production line.
- Always measure on several points - do not be satisfied with one measurement, since the chain might wear unevenly.
- Regularly checking the chain for wear allows for better management of maintenance scheduling and eliminates the risk of chain breakage.
- Replacing chains before reaching 1.5% elongation will prevent significant sprocket wear, thus averting costly downtime.

Please visit our website for more information:
tsubaki.eu